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ABSTRACT
Oral communication is transient but many important decisions, social contracts and fact findings are first carried out in an oral setup,
documented in written form and later retrieved. At Carnegie Mellons University’s Interactive Systems Laboratories we have been
experimenting with the documentation of meetings. This paper
summarizes part of the progress that we have made in this test
bed, specifically on the question of automatic transcription using LVCSR, information access using non-keyword based methods, summarization and user interfaces. The system is capable
to automatically construct a searchable and browsable audiovisual
database of meetings and provide access to these records.
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans spend a lot of time transforming oral communications into
written documents. This process however is not only expensive
and puts burden on the participants, it may also suffer from other
fundamental flaws in the meeting scenario: A written record takes
time to produce; it may loose accuracy since the minute preparer
may not remember or interprete correctly or is biased; it looses
the meetings originality and therefore many qualifications such
as emotions, hedges, attention and the precise wordings; finally
it may loose completeness for efficiency reasons and no selective
probing for further details is possible. Even if meeting minutes are
produced the meeting record can be used to ground the information presented in the meeting or the minutes can be produced by
enhancing the record.
The focus of our work, starting with [1], is aiming at a realistic
meeting scenario, the corresponding speech recognition problems,
the analysis of retrieval performance and addition of non-keyword
based features, the generation of readable summaries and a pratical
user interface. Not covered in this paper is active work in our
group on audio and vision based people identification [2] which is
important to understand who attended a meeting, the determination
of focus of attention [3] and the detection of emotion [21].
Other important projects on the problem of information access
to spoken language are concentrated on the TREC-SDR task [4]
which is focussed on the retrieval of broadcast news documents.
The participants managed to show that keyword based retrieval can
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often be done successfully even if there is a significant word error
rate by a speech recognizer. [5, 6] are spoken language access systems including a graphical browsing interface that have been evaluated in this domain and focus on named entity tagging, prosodic
processing and salient keywords. [7] goes one step further and
presents work on video summarization using key-shots and uses
geographic and temporal information to add further indices for retrieval. [8] shows that additional features can be retrieved from
whiteboards, online collaborative note-taking and slide presentations that help to browse and index lectures. [9] presents segments
a dialogue and has a fast playback capability to skim segments.
Fig. 1 shows the components of our system that will be introduced in the next sections. Sec. 2 details the challenges in automatic meeting transcription and presents adaptation results. Sec. 3
presents a result that shows that speaker identity and style are very
useful indices to find a meeting besides the traditional keyword
based approach. Sec. 4 presents the processing pipeline necessary to deal with spoken language and speech recognition errors
in a statistical summarization framework. The visualization tool
(meeting browser) with its capabilities is presented in Sec. 5. The
lessons we have learned will be discussed in Sec. 6 along with
future work.
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Fig. 1. Components of the meeting room system: A recording program with a speaker identification module sends the audio
files to the speech recognizer (Janus) and meeting browser. The
summarization, emotion and discourse module are called with the
data they need from the meeting browser front end and send their
results back for display. A meeting archive can be accessed.

3. DIALOGUE ANALYSIS

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION
As already identified in previous works [10, 11] meeting recognition is a very challenging LVCSR task parallel to Hub5 (Switchboard) and Hub4 (Broadcast News). The difficulty results basically from three reasons: First, the conversational style - meetings consists of uninterrupted continuous recordings with multiple speakers talking in a conversational style. Second, the lack of
training data - meeting data is highly specialized depending on the
topic and participants, therefore large databases can not be provided on demand. As a consequence our research has focused on
the question on how to build LVCSR systems for new tasks [12]
and languages [13] using limit amounts of training data. Third, the
degraded recording conditions: to minimize interference a clip-on
lapel microphone was chosen instead of a close-talking headset.
However, this comes at the cost of significant channel cross-talk.
Quite often one can hear multiple speakers on a single channel.
For the purpose of building a speech recognition engine on
the meeting task, we combined a limited set of meeting data with
English speech and text data from various sources, namely Wall
Street Journal (WSJ), English Spontaneous Scheduling Task (ESST),
Broadcast News (BN), Crossfire and Newshour TV news shows.
The meeting data consists of a number of internal group meeting
recordings (about one hour long each), of which 14 are used for
experiments in this paper. A subset of three meetings are chosen
as the testset.
To achieve robust performance over a range of different tasks,
we trained our baseline system on Broadcast News (BN) using
JRTk [14]. The system deploys a pentphone model with 6000 distributions sharing 2000 codebooks. There are about 105k Gaussians in the system. Vocal Tract Length Normalization and clusterbased Cepstral Mean Normalization are used to compensate for
speaker and channel variations. Linear Discriminant Analysis is
applied to reduce feature dimensionality to 42, followed by a diagonalization transform (Maximum Likelihood Linear Transform).
A 40k vocabulary and trigram language model are used. The baseline language model is trained on the Broadcast News (BN) corpus.
The error rates on the meeting data are quite high as can be seen
Tab. 1 but using acoustic and language model adaptation the error
rate can be reduced by about  
relative over the BN baseline
system.
Baseline System WER on Different Tasks [%]
BN (h4e98 1) F0-condition
BN (h4e98 1) all F-conditions
Newshour
Crossfire
Adaptation to Meeting Data
ESST system
Baseline BN system
+ acoustic MAP Adaptation (10h meeting data)
+ language model interpolation (16 meetings)

9.6
18.5
20.8
25.6
54.1
43.1
40.4
38.7

Table 1. Recognition Results: The upper part evaluates the baseline BN system across different tasks. MAP (Maximum A Posterior) adaptation was used for domain adaptation. The language
model was adapted by interpolating the BN model with a small
meeting model. The ESST system [15] has been trained on clean
speech in travel domain and is significantly smaller than the BN
system.

The idea of the dialogue analysis module in the meeting room context is to use features other than keywords for information access to
spoken communication. Traditional information retrieval methods
focus only on a very narrow notion of topic as a bag of keywords
where as spoken language is also happening in a certain situation
and in a certain style [16]. In this paper we can only give one
simplified example where the speaker identities and their dominance are important, namely in the selection of a meeting from the
database. Other problems not covered here include the selection of
a database out of a collection of databases [17], the segmentation
of a meeting and the selection of a segment in a meeting. Also not
covered is work on the detection of dialogue acts, games [18] and
activities [19, 20] as well as the detection of emotions [21].
Five meetings in the meeting database have been annotated
with topic segmentations. Selecting a meeting by a query that contains the precise time, all of the keywords or the precise information who was there and how much they talked would be trivial. On
the other hand the location of the meeting is uninformative since
they were all recorded around the conference table in our lab.

Feature
speaking style
speaker identity detected by speaking style
most frequent 50 keywords
most frequent 1000 keywords
speaker identity, dominance weighted per segment
oracle

bit
1.34
1.13
1.21
1.64
2.06
2.29

Table 2. Empirical entropy reduction for meeting identity:
Speaking style in this table defines the distribution of the most
frequent 50 words and parts of speech and explains a lot of the
meeting identity. Speaking style however also serves as a very
good speaker identity detector: The detected speakers can be used
to detect the meeting identity and the result is almost the same
as for the speaking style feature itself.       bits
of information are added by less frequent keywords and the real
speaker identity is still the strongest feature.

For dialogue selection it is assumed that the queries correspond to features of a dialogue segment and that each segment in
the database is equally likely to be chosen as a query. A neural network that detects a dialogue identity for a segment has been build
(Tab. 2). The network has been designed to create a probability
distribution of meeting identities as its output which is tested using
round robin over the whole database. To assess information access
performance the reduction of empirical entropy for the meeting
identity was measured in bit. This retrieval model is quite natural
since we could assume that a user remembers just some part of
the meeting and that most features are similar (yet not identical)
in other segments of the meeting. The results show that keyword
based methods are powerful but that alternatives such as speaker
identity and activity exist that seem to be (a) more natural, (b)
likely part of queries, (c) easy to visualize in a browsing task and
(d) explain most of the word level information implicitly.

4. SUMMARIZATION
The summarization system provides the meeting browser with a
relevance ranked list of sentences. The GUI can thus display the
most relevant passages of a meeting, the size of the summary being dependent on the user’s choice. In the following we describe
the five major components of the summarization system, the first
four of which addressing important issues intrinsic to spoken as
opposed to written language summarization. The system architecture is similar to the one described in detail in [22]. Since then
we were able to use the Penn Treebank S WITCH B OARD corpus,
annotated for disfluencies [23] for automatic training of the components which before were mainly based on hand-crafted heuristic
rules, yielding significantly better results (Tab. 3).

Task
Disfluency detection and removal
(exluding false starts)
Sentence boundary detection
Question classification
Question-answer pair classification

Detection of question-answer pairs In dialogues, information
units are sometimes shared across several speakers. A typical example is a question-answer pair, where question or answer alone
are much less meaningful than both of them together. The goal of
this component is to render the summary more coherent. To decide
whether a sentence is a question or not, we use a decision tree with
POS, question-specific trigger words and length information features. The corresponding answers are detected based on heuristic
rules whose parameters were trained on annotated data.
Relevance ranking with word error rate minimization For
determining the relevance ranking of sentences, we use an adapted
version of the maximal marginal relevance (MMR) algorithm [26],
where the query vector is a vector of word stems within a topical segment. User-defined keywords can be emphasized to turn a
generic summary into a query-specific summary. Since automatic
meeting transcription is less than perfect, the summary will reflect
many errors from the speech recognizer. As we have reported in
[27], we are able to (a) significantly reduce the summary word
error rate, and (b) substantially improve the summary accuracy
by combining the LVCSR confidence scores with the relevance
weighting scheme of the MMR algorithm.
Topic segmentation Given the nature of meetings (and other
spoken dialogues) being multi-topical, we automaticaly segment
the transcript into topically coherent passages, using a variant of
Hearst’s TextTiling algorithm [28].
5. MEETING BROWSER
An important part of meeting recognition is the ability to efficiently capture, manipulate and review all aspects of a meeting.
To that end we have developed a meeting browser that lets users:

trained
0.80

0.60
0.34
0.24

0.78
0.44
0.27

Table 3. Effects of training on SwitchBoard: The performance
numbers here are for English CallHome, comparing the system
described in [22] with the new and current version, after training
on Switchboard data. Results are reported as  -scores,
!!
combining precision ( " ) and recall ( # ).

Disfluency detection and removal Spoken language contains
a significant amount of false starts, repetitions, filled pauses, discourse markers and speech repairs. Our goal is to detect and remove those to make the summary more readable for the user. We
trained a version of Brill’s part of speech (POS) tagger [24] which
marks filled pauses, editing terms, discourse markers, and noninformational conjunctions. Further, we use a decision tree [25] to
determine false starts, and a script based repetition filter to eliminate the majority of speech repairs.
Sentence boundary detection Unlike written language, LVCSR
output does not contain punctuation markers. Turns often contain
multiple sentences, and sometimes sentences span successive turns
of one speaker. To determine both inter-turn and intra-turn sentence boundaries, we use a decision tree with POS, trigger word,
and time features.

heuristics
0.74

$
$

Create meeting records and transcriptions of meetings with
participants remotely located.

$

Create and customize dialogue, audio, and video summaries
to the user’s particular needs.
Create a database of corporate knowledge.
$
$

Quickly and accurately create and disseminate a list of conclusions and action items

$

Provide rapid access to meeting records to allow browsing
and reviewing existing meetings.
Identify for each utterance the speaker properties (type, social relationships, and emotion) as well as the discourse
structure and type.

When a meeting is being created, each participant may join
either remotely or locally. Once the meeting has begun, speech is
transmitted to Janus, our speech recognition engine. As the speech
is recognized, the hypothesis is sent to the dialogue system where
it is assembled into a meeting format. The meeting browser displays the transcript for the current meeting. The meeting transcript
can be sent to the summarization system which will create a summary of the current dialogue. Finally, a user may elect to save
a meeting including any summaries in the meeting archive from
within the meeting browser.
At the end of meetings, it is customary to reiterate a set of action items. Using speech recognition, we recognize the items and
mail them out to each of the meeting participants. Likewise, we
can mail complete meetings, meeting segments, or summaries including the audio portion directly from within the meeting browser
to meeting participants or any other interested parties. Each of
these may include annotations, comments or corrections. Corrections can be done by using a keyboard or handwriting recognition
using a handwriting recognizer developed in our lab [29]. In the
future we plan to add speech recognition as an additional error repair modality.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The meeting room scenario is surprisingly challenging when it
comes to speech recognition but significant progress has been made
using adaptation which is also the focus of ongoing work along
with noise reduction. This and ongoing work on dialogue analysis
and summarization are encouraging since the output of the speech
recognizer may not be crucial for all applications and suboptimal
speech recognition results can be used effectively. The meeting
browser user interface has developed considerably over time and

is presently subjected to usability studies. The overall system architecture is a significant departure from previous systems and accounts for the dialogue style of meetings and the desire for interactive access and drilldown capabilities.
Further work will include the collection of a larger and broader
database of meetings and testing the use of the system in day to
day operation. Finally, multi-meeting retrieval and the tracking
of arguments across time will become critical when a substantial
corpus size has been reached.
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